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Product Overview

Product Code XOL102

Industry Inks

Application Screen Printing

Category White Inks

Chemistry Plastisol

Substrate(s) Cotton

Best Used By 12 months

Certification(s) ISO9001

Curing:

Fusion Temperature 320 °F

Fusion Time Other 60-90 seconds

Screen:

Emulsion Type Direct

Storage:

Storage Temperature 65°F - 95°F (18°C - 35°C)

Last Change: Apr 2020

 XOLB-102 COTTON WHITE

XOLB-102 Cotton White is designed for high volume auto printing on cotton fabrics. XOLB-102 is
extremely opaque with excellent mat characteristics, creating the perfect flat base plate and producing
prints with outstanding coverage. This smooth, creamy consistency is easy to print with on both manual
and automatic presses. The creamy consistency also allows for a very clear screen shear. XOLB-102 is
fast flashing, allowing for shorter dwell times and faster production rates. Also works well as a highlight
white or a stand-alone white.

Instructions
For best results flood the image and print using a sharp 70 - 80 durometer squeegee. A 65-90-65 durometer
squeegee may be used when a very heavy deposit is required. 80-305 TPI (32-120 TPcm) mesh taut
screens (25 newtons or higher) are strongly recommended. For smoothest deposit use 160 TPI (62 TPcm)
mesh or higher when necessary. Coarse meshes (60-83 TPI, 23-32 TPcm) are recommended for a thicker
ink deposit. Heavy fleece may require a thicker deposit.

Recommendation
Stencil: Use any direct emulsion or capillary film.
Additives: XOLB-102 is ready to print. Reduce only if necessary using P-5011 curable reducer. Reducing
the viscosity will also reduce the opacity and coverage of the ink. Please test before production run. For
printing on nylon mix with MF-66 Nylon Bonding Agent.
Flashing: Parameters vary between all flash units. Flash for 2-3 seconds with the ink deposit reaching
150-250?F (65-121?C). Ink should be dry and without tack. WARNING: Over flashing can cure the ink
and prevent adhesion between coats of ink.
Curing: Cure at 325?F (162?C) over a 60-90 second period depending on oven type and thickness of ink
deposit. A thicker deposit will take longer to cure as the heat must penetrate through the entire ink layer.
Cleanup: Use any of the commercially available products for the cleanup of plastisol inks.

Disclaimer:
Not all QCM products are available in every country. Please check with your local representative for
availability. The data presented are in accordance with the present state of our knowledge, but do not
absolve the user from carefully checking all supplies immediately on receipt. We reserve the right to alter
product constants within the scope of technical progress or new developments. The recommendations
made in this leaflet should be checked by preliminary trials because of conditions during processing over
which we have no control. Recommendations for use do not constitute a warranty, either express or
implied, of the fitness or suitability of the products for a particular purpose.
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